High quality fabric structures

ENGINEERED TO PROTECT

100% GENUINE DOMESHELTER
AUSTRALIAN WIND-CERTIFIED AREAS

10 YEAR WARRANTY

DOMESHELTER® AUSTRALIA

domeshelter.com.au
The genuine DomeShelter™ brand is a trusted and proven supplier of Fabric Shelter solutions to some of the world’s leading mining, industrial and oil & gas companies. We help protect people and assets from the harmful effects of the elements, quickly, simply and effectively.

25 years of reliably delivering the highest quality Fabric Shelters to the world, for the most demanding environments
QUALITY OF BUILD. 
SPEED OF DELIVERY. 
EASE OF INSTALLATION.

A History of Reliability
Across 25 years, we’ve manufactured more than 6,500 Genuine DomeShelter™ Fabric Structures for some of the remotest parts of Australia and in over 30 countries.

Driven by Innovation
We strive to continually innovate and exceed customer expectations with high quality, durable and fit-for-purpose shelter solutions exported to the world.

We Live by Our Values
☐ Build Trust
☐ Be Agile
☐ Be a Team
CHOOSE AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERED QUALITY

- Unique Design Methodology – DomeShelter™ Logic
- Engineered to Australian Standards AS1170.2.2011
- Welding complies with AS1554 Category SP

Superior quality, cyclone-rated DomeShelter Structures are designed and manufactured to work in the harshest conditions.

Internationally Accredited
ISO 9001, AS4801 and OHSAS18001 accreditations ensure that our manufacturing and logistics processes are of the highest standard, and that only the best possible materials, components and systems are used.
WHY CHOOSE A FABRIC-COVERED STRUCTURE?

With impressive advances in fabric technology and frame design, Fabric Shelters are now widely used where conventional steel buildings were once standard.

2. Manufactured with a warranty of up to 10 years.
3. Fast response from order to installation.
4. Easy to install, relocate across or off-site or decommission.
5. Reduces overall project costs.

**DomeShelter™ means FAST installation**
Our Fabric Shelters are specifically designed to be easily and quickly installed by a site’s own teams. We also have skilled supervisors and installation teams available to help if required.

**Designed to withstand harsh weather conditions**
With rigorously tested materials and designs, these durable structures are built to survive climatic extremes. Extreme winds, heavy rain, extreme heat... our Shelters stand up to all of it and can be specifically engineered and structurally certified for the Australian Wind Code.

We’re a part of your industry
The DomeShelter™ team regularly works on mining and resource projects, from large-scale warehouse and workshop buildings to smaller requirements in both standard and customised designs.

We have a strong presence in the general industrial sector, the oil & gas sector and the peripheral companies that service these industries.

Our footprint extends to the remotest parts of Australia, and to over 30 countries in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin America.
HOW TO ORDER YOUR DOMESHELTER™

Standard Sizes
Standard size shelters (in stock) are usually supplied to Australian destinations within 2 to 5 business days. International orders are shipped in kit form in sea containers requiring additional freight time.

Customised Solutions
Need a shelter solution that's a little different? Our in-house design team will customise a structure that is purpose-built to meet your needs.

Easy Steps to Delivery
1. Discuss your requirements with an expert DomeShelter™ consultant.
2. A detailed proposal is sent to you.
3. Place your order.
4. Your shelter is manufactured or picked from stock.
5. Your shelter is transported to your location in secure kit form for quick and easy installation.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

EXMOUTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
SOUTH WEST, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PILBARA, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DomeShelter™ Fabric Structures are delivered to the remotest sites worldwide for easy installation by your on-site team.

- **Durable**
- **Fit-for-purpose**
- **Reliable**

**Latin America**
Talk direct to our Latin American agent in Argentina to plan and cost your shelter requirements. Learn about major local companies who are using genuine DomeShelter™ for their workshop and warehouse requirements.

**Middle East**
Our Middle East / Africa agent in Dubai has all the info you need to plan your next Shelter requirement. Easy shipping direct to your site and quick and easy installation sees an increasing presence in this region.

**Africa**
Most countries in Africa have installed DomeShelter™ Fabric Covered Structures direct from Australia. They are safe, reliable, durable and engineered to high Australian standards with a proven reputation.

**Asia**
Many companies in Asia are beneficiaries of DomeShelter Australia’s excellence in Fabric Structure manufacturing and delivery to site in kit form for easy and quick installation by clients own teams.

**Oceania**
No matter where you are in the world, DomeShelter Australia are experienced in delivering including the Pacific. Made to Australia’s high engineering standards to withstand cyclonic winds of the Pacific.